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the chvac software will run in any version of
windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10, and xp. it can be used to
calculate the heating and cooling load for a building
or a single room. it also is a great tool for estimating
the energy cost of heating and cooling an entire
house. that is why it is often used for energy audits.
it is a complete load calculation tool. everything you
will need to create a cost estimate based on the
energy usage in your home can be found within the
program. the different versions differ only in the
number of rooms they allow to be calculated. the
basic version of chvac allows one room at a time.
the 10 and 50 room versions can calculate 10 and
50 rooms at the same time. the 100 room version
can calculate 100 rooms at the same time. the
unlimited capacity version can calculate 100 rooms,
100 floors, or 100 buildings. the unlimited capacity
version also allows for the selection of any
combination of rooms/floors/buildings in one run.
the basic version of chvac is a great option for a first
timer in energy calculation or for someone who
needs to simply calculate the heating and cooling
load in a single room. elite software chvac v7 is
offered at an excellent price point. it is a complete
system and has a generous upgrade policy. it is a
great start to your chvac program. the software is
easy to learn and use and provides the same data
as the higher priced versions. chvac is a simple
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program to use. it is also very easy to export to
other programs for design purposes. an example of
this is excel. chvac also includes a hvac component
that is well-documented. the program will run in the
following editions of windows: windows 7 and 8
windows 8.1 windows 10 windows xp
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tools the chvac application has a number of tools
that allow the user to enter data. for example, the

tool allows the user to enter the name, type,
number of areas, and size of buildings. the tool
allows the user to enter the heating and cooling

loads for either the rts method or the cltd method.
the tool allows the user to add or subtract the loads
from a separate area. by default, chvac calculates

the loads and provides the results on the main
screen. systems chvac also provides tools for

monitoring the performance of the systems in the
building. for example, it allows the user to monitor
the outdoor air intake temperature. the tool allows

the user to either automatically re-open the system,
or it allows the user to manually re-open the system.

chvac is designed to be used with elite software's
energyplus pro program. elite software's energyplus
pro can be used to analyze large building projects.

energyplus pro can also be used to analyze building
projects for which no performance data are

available, either from the building owner, the
architect, or the consulting engineer. other features

in energyplus pro include the ability to provide
hourly weather information to the program.

energyplus pro is a comprehensive package for
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analyzing building energy consumption. it can be
used to analyze the energy consumption of a typical
building, any building in any climate, and a suite of

buildings within a specific climate zone. the software
has the following features: comprehensive analysis

of building energy consumption. customizable
layout (change the order of the screens) and

operation of the windows-based program. ability to
read and analyze building performance databases
from elite software. use, download, and read data

from other software programs. (elite software
energyplus pro is part of elite software's

professional suite. to learn more about the other
elite software products in this suite, go to the elite
software website and click on suite tools.) up to 2

years of energy consumption data can be stored in
the software. a daily report is generated for each
project. data can be exported to elite software's

energy audit. this program is also part of the
professional suite. to learn more about this

software, visit the elite software website and click
on energy audit. optional reports for the project

owner, architect, consulting engineer, and/or
contractor. optional reports for the building owner
and the building manager. optional reports for the

designer and the consultant. 5ec8ef588b
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